This note pertains to a generalized model for random fluctuation of allele frequency, where the population size is permitted to fluctuate randomly from generation to generation. Martingale methods are applied to discuss in two propositions, respectively, necessary and sufficient conditions for P(Y(l-Y)>O)>O. where Y is the (almost sure) limiting frequency of one allele. Under an additional restriction a necessary and sufficient condition results. Some simple remarks are made on further description of the distribution of Y.
Introduction
We concern ourselves with the standard problem of a single diploid diallelic autosomal locus (genotypes A A. A a, aa) and non-overlapping generations, in the absence of external pressures, in a random-mating population whose size remains finite, and is denoted by N~ (> 1) at the n-th generation, n>0. In an extension of a classical fixed size model of S. Wright, one of the authors (Seneta 1974.) assumed that the population size may vary, even randomly. Specifically, the model states:
(a) the process {X~, N~}, n>0. is bivariate Markov, X~ denoting the number of a alleles in the n-th generation; and (b) the distribution of X~+ t, given N~ § t, N~, X~ is binomial, and given by
where Y~--X~/(2 N.) is the a-allele proportion of alletes in the n-th generation.
Write .~ for the .-field generated by {(X 0, No), (Xt, Nt) ..... {X,,, N~)}, n >0. It was observed in the cited paper that { Y~, J~, n>0} is a martingale, and so Y~--* Y a. s. as n--.~_ for some random variable Ywith 0< Y< 1, and E Y--E In, n>_O.
One of the main issues of interest is. then: when is the limit distribution trivial i.e. P({ g=0} ~ { Y= 1})--1, or equivalently P(Y(I -Y)--0)= 1. so fixation is certain; and when not, so that a situation of balanced polymorphism occurs with positive probability.
In the case where {N~} is purely deterministically varying, it was noted (Seneta. 1974) a necessary and sufficient condition for non-triviality is ~ I/N,,+1< m" that n " O 318 C.C. Heyde and E. Seneta:
providing as always the process does not begin in a state of fixation. The more general situation where the sequence {N,} is permitted to be random, in relation to the same question, is the subject of the present note; which is also, again, an illustration of the applicability of martingale methods to the present model. One direct deduction from the result on the deterministic case to a stochastic one in relation to {N,} may be worth mentioning at this point; if ~ l/N,+ i < a.s. on a set A of histories of positive probability, and for almost every given sequence {N,} in the set A, the sequence {X,} is still Markovian, then the limit distribution is not trivial. (This may most easily be seen by postulating the contrary i.e. triviality). Results related to this one are given in Theorem 2 below, which gives other sufficient conditions for non=triviality.
The starting point of our deductions is the relation
E(Y,+,(I-Y~+I)],~,)=(I-E{(2N,+t) -I l~,}) Y.(I-Y,). (2)
This follows from the above basic assumptions (a) and (b), since these imply via (i) that
E(Y~+I
From (2) we note immediately that E ( Y, (1 -Y,)) ~, as n increases (and, indeed, that { Y, (I -Y,) , 9",, n>_.0} is a supermartingale). 
